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ASL REGISTRATION FORM
please print

In order to insure a place in the Amharic
School of Learning Classes, you are encouraged
to registar early. Applications are processed
upon receipt. Consultation/Tutoring] available.

There is a $25 fee per class, minimum of
2 classes per session/wk, 4 classes per cycle/
month including a monthly registration fee of $10
for each cycle. You will receive a class admission
card and time schedule. Each class is about 60
minutes per session. Please contact our represen-
tatives to confirm your enrollment to receive the
admission card before your first class at:
 LION OF JUDAH MISSION (718) 573-0723.

You may be assigned your own tutor or
student teacher liason if you are outside of our
immediate teaching area. For special family
rates, please contact the representative in your
area, or locally affiliated ministry/ branch.

The Amharic School of Learning reserves
the right to change your class, schedule and
instructors when necessary. Due to the chari-
table nature of LOJ Mission, Inc. NO RE-
FUNDS MAY BE ISSUED.

If you are unable to attend a class as
planned, you are entitled to re-schedule within a
maximum of 3 months. You must first notify your
representative a week prior to the first class in
event of any change. There is a $10 fee to transfer,
hold or postpone any class/session.

ALL CHILDREN ARE WELCOME.

Name:________________________________________

Address:______________________________________

City:______________  State:___________ Zip:_______

Tele/Cell: (       )______________e-mail______________

Please Note: Registration Fee is per person & per month.
Family Rates Are Available! Please inquire.

1 Month Session Begins FEE

Registration Fee
TOTAL

Have you ever studied Amharic before?____________

Beginners:_____________ Intermediate:______________

Signature:___________________________Date:_______

Yes, I am interested in the Home Study courses,
Please send me more information:_______

Please make all checks and money orders payable to:
LION OF JUDAH MISSION, Inc.
A non-profit 501 (C)(3) Human Rights - Church Org.

The Conquering LION of The Tribe of JUDA Mission, Inc.
presents

AMHARIC LITERACY PROGRAM

Live & Learn...
Mek We Come Togather...

Get Ready for... The NEW DAY!
in the Ila (holy) Ibernacle (Tabernacle) of ABBABA JANHOY!





 
LOJ-Amharic 101  
The Tewahido Church School System 
 
“LANGUAGE IS THE KEY OF CULTURE…” so says The Lion of the Tribe of 
Judah Hath Prevailed, Our Holy Father: His Imperial Majesty, QEDAMAWI 
HAILE SELLASSIE (I), the King of Kings of Ethiopia. the Elect of GOD.  The 
primary purposes of these courses therefore is “to maintain the integrity of 
Ethiopia, which is our divine heritage” and “to disseminate the ancient Ethiopia 
culture” to our Ethiopian-Hebrew people, the once ‘lost sheep of the House of 
Israel.’ Thus, all the recommended study materials and readings for LOJ’s Study 
Program is based on Mi'f qds THE BOOK OF THE SEVEN SEALS 
(The First HAILE SELASSIE BIBLE in the Original Expression), as 
revealed, prepared and composed by Ras Iadonis Tafari, the “Lion’s whelp”. 
 
Kindly note: the school is currently using Mi'f qds THE BOOK OF 
THE SEVEN SEALS (http://www.bible.org/foreign/amharic/) in the 
classroom, we will update the study syllabus and reading curriculum accordingly. 
 
The LOJ Church, sometimes referred to as the “[Ethiopian] Orthodox School 
System(s)”, biblically described as the Order or, Appointment of Melke Sedeq 
has the following sections and sub-sections in the basic degrees: 
 
Section One 
nbb bt Nibab Bet – ‘House of Reading’  

1. fDl Feedel Instruction 101 
• Distinguish individual letters, to pronounce each letter from left 

to right and then from top to bottom.  (This process is known as 
qur k’utir, i.e. ‘learning by counting each letter’).  Also, we 
learn the names of each of the fDl feedel.  As well as the 
names of the seven orders.  

• To help distinguish the different characteristics of the alphabet, 
another table has been prepared.  On this table the number of  
the letters and the forms in the seven orders remain the same, but 
the place of the characters is mixed up, so that the pupil cannot 
depend only on his memory and the sequence in which he 
memorized the characters.  The standardized table is called 
Abgd ‘a bu gi da’ (from the first four letters appearing). 

• When the pupil knows the letters to some extent, he starts to 
practice reading text.  Generally, the first epistle of St. John is 
used for this purpose.  We will use H.I.M.’s Mqdm MeQdim   



****The four methods to practice reading this text known as: 
1. Mqdm MeQdim  – (lit.  Forward) 
- Pronouncing every letter of the word pointing at each letter. 
- Repeating this pronunciation exercise on the same text 

several times.   
2.  g[z Gi’iz – the beginning of reading (in this context, gi’iz 

means ‘first’) 
- Here the student attempts in chanting form to put the letters 

together and read them as a word. 
- The same process is repeated for several days or even 

months. 
3. wrd nbb Wird Nibab – (‘extended reading’) 
- The pupil learns to take much care on words that must be 

read together, the accents, the pauses, and the soft or hard 
pronunciations of the syllables. 

- This step is important so the pupil spends more time on it. 
4. qm nbb K’um Nibab – (lit.  complete reading) 
- Here the student practices reading at a very lively pace, but 

without mistakes. 
- The four steps are repeatedly drilled on the same text, 

‘Feedel Hawarya’. 
    
 

2. Drill in the Reading of Various Ethiopic Religious Texts 
• Usually the Gospel of St. John is used as a text for exeise; 
• The methods of practicing the reading are those described under 

the ‘Feedel Hawarya’, namely, qutir, giiz, wird nibab and qum 
nibab. 

• Yemata Timhirt – (i.e.  an evening lesson or Yeqal Timhirt 
i.e.  memorization) 
- He has to memorize the daily prayers every evening.   
- The teacher or an advanced pupil recites to the learner 

sentence-by-sentence or verse-by-verse the standard prayer 
the student has to memorize.  The pupil then repeats the 
sentence till he knows it well.  

 
 

3. Reading of the Psalm of David (Mezmure Dawit 1.0) 
• The pupil now learns to read the Psalms, the most important 

devotional book of Ethiopian Christians.   
• The method used is the chanting form and the wird nibab reading 

process. 
• After repeating the entire Psalms several times using wird nibab, 

he again reads for months, even a year, using the qum nibab 
reading method. 

• Gradually the pupil masters the art of good reading.  The teacher 
normally does not have a formalized examination to judge the 



work of the pupil.  However, he follows the progress of his 
student daily, so no special tests are needed. 

 
 
Section Two 
Qiddase Bet  – The Training of the Altar Priest 

 
 
Section Three 
The Higher schools of the Church     

• Zema Bet – ‘The House of Music 
1. Diggwa Bet - 

Diggwa contains all the songs and hymns of the church for 
the whole year, except the mass and the horologium. 

2. Zimmare and Mewasit – 
Zimmare hymns are sung by a debtera choir at the end of 
mass, whereas Mewasit hymns are sung at funerals and 
memorial services. 

3. Qiddase and Se’atat – 
Here the mass and the horologium are taught.  In this branch 
those who would like to specialize as teachers in the qiddase 
bet are trained.   

4. Ak’wak’wam – 
Here the hymns are learned in connection with the rhythmical 
moements (wereb – frequency, zimmame – musical beat, 
mahlet – cadence), and with the uses of a choir instrument 
like the cistrum or the prayer-sticks and with the movement 
and clapping of the hands. 

 
• Qine Bet – ‘Poetry’ 

 
• Metshaf Bet – ‘The House of the Books’ 

 
 

For more accurate information, inquiries, lectures, workshops, 
conference call classes, scheduling, lessons on CD, etc. kindly e-mail: 
yadmim@aol.com 
 
Related sites and content on the www: 
http://lojsociety.org 
http://geocities.com/amharic_online 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lionofjuda 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/amharic_online 
http://www.bible.org/foreign/amharic/  (H.I.M. Holy Bible Online) 
 

 
 


























